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INTRODUCTION TO WOLVERINU
Launched on October 19th 2021, with a development team that quit their 9-5 jobs and a
new community uniting around it. Wolverinu proved it has the right formula as a project to
take it to the moon. Within the first two weeks after launching, Wolverinu has swiftly
gained traction. Currently listed on a variety of exchanges, boasting a number of
partnerships with some well known names within the crypto and NFT sphere, and a fast
growing number of holders thanks to an active dev team and a strong community.  The
team is regularly engaged in AMAs, charity programs, community discussion and daily
reward contests. With Wolverinu now firing on all cylinders, the project has clearly
defined itself as anything but “just another meme coin”. The hard work of the
development team, great community and many distinct features such as the P2E game
come together to create a synergy that has many believing new all-time highs are
imminent.   
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VISION
Wolverinu’s vision brings order to the Ethereum blockchain, proving what a united and
powerful community can achieve. Wolverinu will take its place in the NFT arena by creating
gallery-worthy NFTs on an expertly integrated NFT marketplace. The upcoming launch of
the P2E NFT game is another key milestone where players can compete with each other to
accumulate Adamantium tokens as rewards that can be swapped for Wolverinu tokens.
This paired with other monumental catalysts such as  a top-notch Version 2 staking
functionality establishes Wolverinu as an elite project in the crypto space. 



VALUES
The crypto space is a rapidly evolving ecosystem that has not been kind to everyone
along the way. Investors have quickly come to learn that research and due diligence
before putting their hard earned money into a project is absolutely paramount.
 
When it comes to investor confidence and token security, Wolverinu checks all the boxes. 
Wolverinu expands its legitimacy by renouncing the contract address, keeping their
tokenomics unchanged in perpetuity and having locked liquidity. The world renowned
CertiK Blockchain Security Team recently announced that Wolverinu’s audit is
complete, and is now available for anyone to inspect: Wolverinu - CertiK Security
Leaderboard.

We strongly believe in being completely transparent to the community in regards to all
developments around the project, hence we hold a weekly AMA's (Ask Me Anything) on
various platforms so we can answer all your burning questions.

TRUST

TRUST, TRANSPARENCY, HONESTY

HONESTY

TRANSPARENCY
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https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
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TOKENOMICS
1% Reflections

4% Development 

5% Marketing

Wolverinu holders will see their bags grow over time as 1% of each transaction is
distributed to holders.

4% of each transaction will go towards the development of the project.

5% of each transaction goes towards the marketing wallet in order to continually grow
and expand Wolverinu's reach and popularity. The marketing wallet covers the cost of
marketing campaigns, influencers, new exchange listings, strategic marketing, game
development and much more.

4% Development

5% Marketing

1% Reflections

https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
https://www.certik.com/projects/wolverinu
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NFTS
Early members of the community have enjoyed benefits which they have not previously
experienced when investing in other projects. Wolverinu held their first free NFT
giveaway in November 2021, for those investors who held their position for 4 weeks.
These are some of the many perks and benefits that keep our community buzzing.

In the pipeline is our second NFT series drop. We have secured a deal with an amazing
NFT artist who has collaborated with major brand names such as Adidas, Nike, Redbull,
Porsche, and Netflix. 

Wolverinu looks ahead with anticipation for our latest NFT series which will be used in the
P2E game. 



*COMING SOON*

STAKING V2 & NFT MARKETPLACE

We have teamed up with ENJIN developers, who have taken the lead role in
developing our V2 staking contract which will be released soon. Thank you for
your patience, as we deliver a staking platform by world renowned developers.
This is massive, and it will be well worth the wait!

P2E GAME
We have secured a deal with a top notch game studio to create a P2E (Play to Earn)
game named Brawl Inu. Players will compete with each other with different token
characters to win tokens as rewards. We will soon release the game trailer, announce our
game studio partnership and details of developments of our P2E game.

* $Adamantium (our game currency) is also swappable with Wolverinu on a 1 to 1 ratio
and is incorporated in our game
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1

PHASE 3
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PHASE 2

Website Launch V1
Launch whitepaper V1
Billboard on Timesquare
Articles on Wolverinu 
Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on Uniswap
Listing on Shibaswap
Listing on Sushiswap
Listing on Fegex
Contests & GiveAways
Execute first marketing
strategy
Locking Liquidity
Voting Listings
4000 Holders
2000 Telegram members
Listing on Hotbit

Partnerships with other tokens
Strategic Marketing
AMA’s with youtubers
AMA’s with twitter influencers
Daily promotional contests
First NFT airdrop for loyal members
Charity and Donations
Get trending on Dextools
Trending on CoinMarketCap
Trending on CoinGecko
Banner ads on listing websites
Release beta footage of P2E game
Listing on Lbank 
Listing on Bitmart
Listing on Hotbi
Staking V1
Merch store 
Work with comic creators
Release first comic
Partnership with Enjin developers 
Collab with top tier NFT artists
Release Wolverinu EP

Attend Dubai Crypto Expo
CEX listings
Staking V2 (with Enjin devs)
Listings on bigger exchanges
(Huobi,Bittrex,Crypto.com etc.) 
Sponsor various crypto events
Launch of new merch line
Launch Wolverinu Exchange
P2E game parnterships
Release second comic
Weekly announcements and newsletter
Release new and improved website
More influencer collaborations
Twitch and Esports marketing
Daily paid promotional competitions
Airdrop competition
Second and Third Charity Vlog
Play 2 Earn Game Trailer

More To Be Announced!



THE FUTURE
We have major catalysts that we're working on.
Version 2 of the staking, with new features and improvements
The NFT marketplace will be developed
The trailer for P2E game expected to be available in March
The team is participating in the Crypto expo in Dubai
Many partnerships with tokens for our game
Many AMA's
Youtube, Twitter, Facebook marketing
Daily shill raids and competitions
And much more...
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HOW TO BUY WOLVERINU

Paste Contract Address: 0xca7b3ba66556c4da2e2a9afef9c64f909a59430a

Set slippage to 12%

Please follow our step-by-step instructions below to purchase $Wolverinu safely.

1. Add the Uniswap tool

2. Create a MetaMask Wallet

3. Fund your Wallet with ETH.  

    (You can buy via Metamask - or transfer ETH from your chosen wallet/exchange)

4. Connect your Wallet to Uniswap.

5. Copy and Paste Wolverinu Contract 

6. Click Swap for a successful transaction!
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Telegram: https://t.me/wolverinu

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Wolverinutoken

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/wolverinuofficial/

Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wolverinu

Facebook Community Page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/303659377993058

Discord: https://discord.com/invite/vVzqY6zy

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/WOLVERINU/

STAY CONNECTED 

We’ve developed a section on our website "WolveriNews" for everyone to
be able to subscribe and get weekly news and announcements sent to your
email to stay updated on everything Wolverinu. 

Here are the links to all of our social platforms: 

https://t.me/wolverinu
https://twitter.com/Wolverinutoken
https://www.instagram.com/wolverinuofficial/
https://www.facebook.com/wolverinu
https://www.facebook.com/groups/303659377993058
https://discord.com/invite/vVzqY6zy
https://www.reddit.com/r/WOLVERIN
https://www.wolverinu.com/wolverinews

